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To continue enjoying our site, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Motherboard also knows how printed boards are the basis of a computer that devotes power and allows you to communicate both between the PROCESSOR, RAM, and all other hardware
components of computers. There are different types of motherboards designed to work with specific types of processors and memory. And almost every main component (such as CPU, Memory, expansion slots and more), which is very important for the operation of the computer, is connected to the motherboard. Which
is the most important component of the computer system? Technically, every component is important when the processor plays an important role on the computer, but it cant operate without memory or power is why everyone and all components of the computer are very important because they are there for a reason.
Parts of the motherboard If you open up your desktop computer and charge the motherboard, you will probably get quite confused about all the different parts. Depending on the make and model of the computer, it may look something like this. The CPU slot cpu central processing unit is the most important part of the
computer. He also refers to the computer brain, which is responsible for picking, decoding and executing program instructions, as well as mathematical and logical calculations. And the CPU slot is where your CPU (processor) is installed. A memory slot RAM (random access memory) also called computer memory is
another important part of your computer. Volatile, that temporarily store dynamic data to increase the performance of the computer while you work and it loses its content when the power is turned off. Well, memory slots are where we put RAM. Most motherboards have two to four memory slots that determine the type of
RAM used with the computer. And the most common types of RAM are SDRAM and DDR desktop and SODIMM laptops, each of which has different types and speeds. The basic input/output system (BIOS) in the BIOS refers to the basic input and output system that stores the entire motherboard and settings. And it can
be accessed, updated and changed through BIOS mode. Bios is basically a connection between hardware and software in the system. The BIOS is stored on the ROM chip because the ROM retains information even when no power is supplied to your computer and is used at startup (boot process) to check the system
and prepare to start the hardware. CMOS battery extra metal oxide semiconductor also knows how the CMOS battery is what is responsible for making all the information intact when the entire system is turned off. And all motherboards include a small separate block of CMOS, which are stored in a live battery (known as
a CMOS battery), even if the computer's power is turned off. This prevents reconfiguring when Enabled. Again Again CMOS battery is removable that can be removed from the BIOS after failing to update or if overclock ram for its capabilities. The memory cache memory of the computer cache is a small high-speed



memory (RAM) block that acts as a buffer between RAM and CPU. It shall have frequently requested data and instructions to make them immediately available to the processor on demand. Well, most CPU has an internal cache of memory built into a processor that is called level 1 or primary cache memory. And this can
be supplemented by an external cache of memory installed on a motherboard that is level 2 or secondary cache. PCI Sockets – Expansion Buses PCI means the Peripheral Component Interconnect and expansion bus is an I/O path from cpu to peripherals. These are slots that allow you to insert expansion panels, such
as a graphics card, sound card, LAN card, or several other functional parts of your computer. PCI is the most common expansion bus on your computer and other hardware platforms. Buses have signals such as data, memory addresses, power and control signals from component to component. Other types of buses are
isa and EISA. IDE or SATA On older motherboards, you find integrated disc electronics (IDE) sots. This is a standard interface for connecting the motherboard to storage devices such as hard drives and CD-ROM/DVD drives. But now the latest motherboards take advantage of SATA technology. A serial advanced
technology plug-in (series ATA, SATA or S-ATA) is a computer bus interface used to connect main bus adapters (drive controllers) to mass storage devices such as optical drives and hard drives. Computer Chipsets Chipset is a group of small circuits that coordinates data traffic to and from the computer's core
components. These basic components are the CPU itself, the primary memory, the secondary cache, and all the devices on the buses. The chipset also controls data traffic to and from hard drives and other devices connected to IDE channels. The computer has two main sets of chips: NorthBridge (also called a memory
controller) is responsible for controlling transmissions between the PROCESSOR and RAM, so it is physically close to the processor. It is sometimes called GMCH, a graphics and memory controller hub. SouthBridge (also called an I/O controller or expansion controller) handles connections between slower peripherals
such as USB, audio, serial, system BIOS, ISA bus, break controller, and IDE channels. It is also called ICH (I/O Controller Hub). The term bridge is usually used to indicate the component connecting the two buses. I/O ports These ports are located at the back of your computer and are often encoded in colors.
Microphone- Pink 3.5mm slot speakers and headphones / Headphones - Bold green 3.5mm socket port monitor Older panels are equipped with a solid blue VGA port at the rear, but newer newer use hdmi and black or white DVI port as standard Ethernet network cable- Colorless port keyboard and mouse-PS/2 port
(Keyboard- purple; Mouse-green) USB devices- USB 2.0 colorless port; USB 3.0/3.1 solid blue port (Yes, VGA ports are similar in color, but this only shows how outdated VGA is) Some modern motherboards feature USB C type connectors CPU Fan - a fan located on the computer cpu. This helps pull and blow hot air
away from the CPU, helping to keep it cooler. 'Power fan' means a fan located inside the power supply. Pro Tips: When you start a computer you can hear a beep code, these are the audio signals that the computer reports from the computer about a short diagnostic test sequence the computer performs when the first
power-on result (called Power-On-Self-Test or POST). When you power your computer, it must test basic devices such as RAM, Processor, Keyboard, and Drives. If any device is faulty, you'll get a beep sound indicating which device is having problems. Read also: Report this ad Motherboard is a motherboard inside
your computer that connects different parts of your computer together. It has slots for CPU, RAM and expansion cards, as well as hooks up hard drives, drives and front panel ports with cables and wires. The motherboard is also known as a mainboard, plank board or logic board, system board, mobo or MB. It links all
individual parts of your computer and also allows the CPU to access and control these individual parts. With the exception of connecting internal components, motherboard ports also allow you to connect external devices to your computer. Such peripherals would include monitors, speakers, headphones, microphone,
keyboard, mouse, modem, and other USB devices. The functions of your computer motherboard are as follows: The motherboard acts as the central base of the computer that has other modular parts installed, such as CPU, RAM, and hard drives. The motherboard also acts as a platform on which other devices /
interfaces can be installed. The motherboard is also responsible for distributing energy to various components of the computer. They are also used for the coordination of various devices on the computer and maintain the interface between them. Some sizes for which the motherboards are: BTX, ATX, mini-ATX, micro-
ATX, LPX, NLX, etc. Understanding the components and functions of your motherboard is simple ... Join us as we explain the different parts of the motherboard with photos. At first glance, the components of the panel can prove complicated ... even daunting for some. How should we figure out this large patchwork of
connections, ports, sockets, sockets and heat shells? The good news: Finding your way around the motherboard is not difficult... You just need to be able to identify different parts of the motherboard and understand your functions. to us, how we guided you from various panel components (with photos and simple English
descriptions): 1. Back panel connectors &amp;amp; Ports connections and ports connect the computer to external devices such as screen ports, audio ports, USB ports, Ethernet ports, PS/2 ports, etc. See the picture below to see the large view. For more information about individual end panel ports, click here for our
computer's cable connection guide. 2. PCI Slot PCI: Peripheral component interfacesteen older expansion panels, such as sound cards, network adapters, connector cards. Check out the picture below to see a large view. The pci express x1 slots have been largely replaced (see panel parts #3 below). 3. PCI Express x1
Slots modern expansion cards such as sound cards, network adapters (Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Bluetooth), connector cards (USB, FireWire, eSATA) and certain low-end graphics cards. Check out the picture below to see a large view. 4. PCI Express x16 Slot slot discrete graphics cards and high bandwidth devices such as high
end hard drive. Check out the picture below to see a large view. 5. Northbridge Is also known as the Memory Controller Hub (MCH). Chipset that allows the CPU to communicate with RAM and graphics card. Starting with Intel Sandy Bridge in 2011, this motherboard component no longer exists because it was integrated
through the CPU itself. 6. CPU slot to insert CPU here. To learn how to install the CPU, click here for our guide to installing the CPU. 7. ATX 12V power supply Connects to the 4-pin power cord of the power supply unit that supplies the CPU. 8. Front panel USB 2.0 connectors Connections connected to USB 2.0 ports at
the front or top of the computer housing. View the picture above to see a large view. 9. Front panel connectors Connect to the power switch, reset the switch, power LED, hard disk LED and computer housing front audio ports. View the picture above to see a large view. For more information about individual front panel
ports, click here for our guide to install the motherboard. 10. The IDE connector connects to older hard drives and optical drives for data transfer. View the picture above to see a large view. Has been replaced through SATA connectors (see motherboard component #13 below). 11. CMOS battery supplies power to store
BIOS settings and keep the real-time clock running. View the picture above to see a large view. The CMOS battery found in most motherboards is a CR2032 lithium coin cell. 12. Southbridge Is also known as the Input and Output Controller Hub (ICH). Chipset that allows cpu to communicate with PCI slots, x 1 slots
(expansion cards), SATA connectors (hard drives, optical drives), USB ports (USB devices), Ethernet ports and onboard audio. 13. SATA connections connect to modern hard drives, hard drives and optical drives for data transfer. View the picture above to see a large view. 14. Fan headers supply energy to the cpu heat
sink fan and computer case fans. View the picture above to see a large view. 15. RAM Slot Insert RAM here. To learn how to install RAM, click our guide to installing RAM. 16. ATX power supply Connects to a 24-pin ATX power cable for the power supply of the mains. 17. The mSATA connector connects to the mSATA
hard drive. In most cases, this SSD is used as a cache to speed up hard disk drives, but it can be reassigned as a normal hard disk. 18. The front panel USB 3.0 connector connects to USB 3.0 ports at the front or top of the computer housing. 19. Power &amp; Reset button On the On-board button to turn the computer
on, off, and reboot. This component of the plate is more common among the high-end boards. Boards.
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